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Is It Possible to Predict When a Woman Will Enter Menopause?
New study identifies factors that help to determine when a woman is approaching the menopause
transition
CLEVELAND, Ohio (April 14, 2021)—Despite all the advances in medicine, some basic questions
remain. For example, people cannot be told with any certainty how long they’ll live. Nor can it be
predicted exactly when a woman’s childbearing years will end. However, a new study offers insights into
factors that might predict a woman’s age at natural menopause. Study results are published online today
in Menopause, the journal of The North American Menopause Society (NAMS).
Factors that affect age at natural menopause are one of the most frequently studied topics in menopauserelated research in recent decades, and with good reason. Knowing when a woman will enter menopause
could be valuable for family-planning purposes. Such information also could help to identify those
women who are most likely to experience early menopause and be at greater risk for health issues such as
cardiovascular disease, depression, and osteoporosis. Another big issue for women is how long they will
experience bothersome bleeding, which affects how they choose to manage it (ie, with hysterectomy, an
oral contraceptive pill, or deciding to “wait it out.”)
Despite all the research, the ability to accurately predict a woman’s age at natural menopause remains
challenging because of the individual variations in women’s reproductive lifespans, as well as the long
duration of the menopause transition. Previous research in this area has focused on a few predetermined
biomarkers. This new study, however, used a comprehensive set of potential predictors to help identify
factors affecting age at natural menopause and develop models for pinpointing it.
Researchers in the study concluded that higher levels of estradiol and follicle-stimulating hormone,
irregular menstrual cycles, and menopause symptoms are strong indicators that a woman is approaching
menopause. The study additionally denotes the contributions of life habits and socioeconomic factors
such as alcohol consumption, smoking, relationship status, physical activity, and the use of hormone
contraception, when assessing the time to natural menopause.
Understanding these factors and a woman’s overall risk level could help guide clinicians when choosing
contraceptive options and treatments for menopause symptoms, although larger, more in-depth studies are
still necessary to adequately advance such understanding.

Results are published in the article “Predicting the age at natural menopause in middle-aged women.”
“This study, although conducted in a small number of women, adds to our knowledge regarding what
factors are important in a prediction model for the age at which a woman will enter menopause.
Accurately predicting age at natural menopause would better inform how we counsel women regarding
multiple issues, including cardiovascular risk, family planning and contraception, and management of
perimenopause issues such as irregular or heavy menstrual bleeding, vasomotor symptoms, and mood
changes,” says Dr. Stephanie Faubion, NAMS medical director.
For more information about menopause and healthy aging, visit www.menopause.org.
Founded in 1989, The North American Menopause Society (NAMS) is North America’s leading nonprofit
organization dedicated to promoting the health and quality of life of all women during midlife and beyond through
an understanding of menopause and healthy aging. Its multidisciplinary membership of 2,000 leaders in the field—
including clinical and basic science experts from medicine, nursing, sociology, psychology, nutrition, anthropology,
epidemiology, pharmacy, and education—makes NAMS uniquely qualified to serve as the definitive resource for
health professionals and the public for accurate, unbiased information about menopause and healthy aging. To learn
more about NAMS, visit www.menopause.org.

